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Friend or Foe?
Tailoring Your 
Agreements Accordingly 
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• Overview of dispute resolution options 

• Mediation

• Arbitration

• Litigation

• How to choose among the options depending on the strategic goals of the 
agreement

• Key drafting considerations for each type of dispute resolution provision

Overview of Discussion
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• Definition: the intervention into a dispute or negotiation of an acceptable, 
impartial and neutral third party who has no decision-making authority.  Goal 
is to assist the parties in voluntarily reaching an acceptable resolution.

• Benefits of Mediation:

• Parties directly engaged in negotiation of settlement;

• Enhances likelihood that parties continue their business relationship;

• Potentially saves money and time.

Mediation: Overview
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• Definition: a non-judicial process for dispute resolution where an independent third 
party (“arbitrator”), makes a binding decision.

• Benefits Over Litigation:

• Party Control: parties can design the rules.

• Saves Time: generally takes less time to reach result.

• Saves Money: less time, thus less money spent towards counsel.

• Finality: rulings are binding.

• Confidentiality: unlike court, not open to the public.

• Arbitrator Selection: parties can decide on arbitrator with special expertise in 
subject matter.    

Arbitration: Overview
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• Is this the matter that your client wants resolved by the judiciary?
• Is there a legal issue about which your client needs finality whether it be pro or 

con?
• Although arbitration awards are binding, they generally do not have precedential 

authority
• Court determination has precedential authority
• Cited  by courts and arbitrators

• Be prepared for the expense of time and money
• Most likely costs more than arbitration – certainly more than mediation
• Evaluate the collectability of a judgment versus the cost of litigation 

• Loss of control
• Can’t select your judge
• Your forum is determined by the rules of jurisdiction
• Loss of control of confidentiality

Litigation: Overview
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• An agreement can require that the parties mediate before escalating a dispute to 
arbitration or litigation.

• Mediation is less adversarial than litigation or arbitration, and thus especially 
worthwhile for parties engaged in an ongoing business relationship

• If successful, saves time and money

• Avoids unnecessary distractions and turmoil with business partners

• BUT mandatory mediation may not always be the best choice

• Potential delay and additional expense if not taken seriously

• Potential exposure of weakness of position and/or confidential information

Mandatory Mediation Provisions: Friend or Foe?
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Understanding the process and the goal

• End the dispute and the costly expense of litigation

• Mediator is there to help you mitigate risk

• Flip side – have you evaluated the opposition’s tolerance for risk

• Look to future – risk mitigation includes the risk of losing a continuing or future
business relationship

• Client representatives should understand the process

• Getting to omega – not to sharpen knives or pound chests

• Consider joint session v. individual caucus

• Wasted dollars and time if not taken seriously

Mediator’s Perspective 
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Keys to Success

• Client participation

• Client participation if done correctly makes the process more collaborative

• Fully authorized decision maker should be on site

• Intimate knowledge of your case and your adversary’s case

• Perhaps most importantly – have you identified issues that get in the way of 
settlement 

• Bring them to mediator’s attention

• Have you monetized the damages

Mediator’s Perspective 
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• Considerations when drafting a mandatory mediation provision include:

• The identity of the mediator

• The process for selecting the mediator

• The timing of the process

• The schedule for, and scope of, permissible discovery

• The use of pre-mediation statements

• Confidentiality provisions
• Confidentiality of mediation proceedings is not absolute and is a complex 

question that varies by jurisdiction

Mediation Provision: Drafting Considerations
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• Where to find: private alternative dispute resolution forums such as the AAA, NAMS
and JAMS.

• Considerations:

• Track Record — most importantly, look for someone with a proven track record of 
resolving disputes

• Professional Background—look at subject matter of dispute. Parties might 
consider:

• A former judge if the dispute focuses on complicated areas of law

• A technical expert in cases with complicated technical disputes

• In commercial deal disputes, a mediator with industry or contract-drafting experience   

• Style: evaluative mediation vs. facilitative mediation.

Mediation: Identity of the Mediator 
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• An agreement can require that any disputes between that parties must be arbitrated

• Arbitration allows parties to customize the process, which can be particularly helpful 
to reaching efficient results for repetitive disputes

• Arbitration is not open to the public, so it can be useful for commercially sensitive 
disputes 

• Arbitration parties can require knowledgeable industry professionals to serve as 
arbitrator(s) if they expect very technical disputes

• BUT arbitration may not be right for all disputes

• Very difficult to appeal the decision of the arbitrator(s)

Arbitration Provisions: Friend or Foe?
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Dispositive motions are available in arbitration

• Failure to state a claim

• Motion for summary judgement

Preparation for Arbitration

• This is not mediation and is not about negotiation skills

• Trial advocacy – but in a different forum – You are here to win your case

• Prepare pre-arb submission – under guidelines of arbitrator

• Joint evidence submissions – Motions in limine on evidentiary issues

• Prepare your client for testimony

• Prepare your cross

Arbitrator’s Perspective
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The Award

• Bottom line dollar amount

• Reasoned decision and award

• Findings of fact and conclusion of law

• Limited appeal – New York CPLR Article 75

• Award procured by corruption, fraud, or undue means

• Arbitrator engaged in misconduct

• Arbitrator exceeded authority

• Irrational – no evidence to support

• Against public policy

Arbitrator’s Perspective
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• No Standard Clause: in most cases, standard boilerplate language is 
insufficient to address the scope of issues raised by arbitration;

• Governing Law: defines potential claims, defenses, etc.;

• Scope of Disputes to be Arbitrated;

• Arbitration Forum and Rules: NAM, AAA, JAMS;

• Process for Selecting Arbitrator: usually single arbitrator or panel of three;

• Discovery: controlled by terms of your agreement or the rules of the forum

• Attorneys Fees;

• Confidentiality: clearly state because arbitration rules may not provide 
sufficient protection.  

Arbitration Provision: Drafting Considerations
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• Clearly identify the issues to be arbitrated

• Arising out of or relating to

• “All controversies and claims arising out of or relating to this agreement or 
the breach thereof shall be settled by arbitration.”

• “Relating to” language will encompass broader claims.

• Carve out subjects not to be arbitrated.

• E.g., provisional relief such as injunctions or attachments

• Consider who should determine arbitrability

• Typically decided by a court, but parties can contract that the question will 
be decided by the arbitrator in some jurisdictions.

Arbitration: Scope
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• Be specific about the type of arbitrator and how selection will occur.

• Consider. . . 

• Number

• Expertise

• Scope of authority

• Time taken to select arbitrator 

• Note: if parties cannot decide on an arbitrator or method for deciding an 
arbitrator, their only option will be to seek the assistance of a court.

• 9 U.S.C. § 5; UAA § 3; RUAA § 11; Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 1281.6; CPLR § 7504 

Arbitration: Arbitrator Selection
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• Be aware that different arbitration schemes may govern the agreement.
• Federal Arbitration Act: 9 U.S.C. § 1 et seq.

• California Arbitration Act: Cal Civ. Proc. Code § 1280 et seq.

• New York: CPLR Article 75

• Delaware 

• Delaware Uniform Arbitration Act: Del.C. § 5701 et seq.

• Delaware Rapid Arbitration Act: Del.C. § 5801 et seq. 

• Private ADR Rules
• Ex: NAM, JAMS, AAA, or ICC

• Not mutually exclusive of FAA or State Rules. 

Arbitration: Governing Law
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• Federal Arbitration Act

• Generally no right to discovery absent 
an agreement by the parties.

• Arbitrators have power to subpoena 
nonparties to appear before them at 
arbitration, but do not have authority 
to compel appearance at deposition.

• Where no right to discovery exists, use 
the arbitrator’s subpoena power as 
leverage to obtain documents 
voluntarily from parties, or to 
subpoena parties.  

Arbitration: Example of Impact – Discovery
• Private ADR

• AAA’s Commercial Dispute Resolution 
Procedures give the arbitrator power 
to order production of documents and 
the identification of witnesses to be 
called.

• Obligates parties to disclose 
documents intended to be offered at 
the hearing.

• Arbitrator has authority to allow 
discovery and to resolve discovery 
disputes. 
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• California Arbitration Act

• Parties to a general commercial 
dispute have no right to discovery 
unless they incorporate the 
discovery provisions of the CCP, or 
the arbitration:

• Concerns wrongful death or 
personal injury; or

• Is necessary to preserve 
certain statutory rights (e.g. 
FEHA).

• If the parties agree, and incorporate 
the CAA and the CCP for discovery, 
they are entitled to the entire range 
of discovery in a civil action.

• Arbitrator has discretion to enforce 
discovery.   

Arbitration: Example of Impact—Discovery Choice of Law
• Delaware Uniform Arbitration Act 

• The arbitrators may compel the 
attendance of witnesses and the 
production of books, records, contracts, 
papers, accounts, and all other documents 
and evidence, and shall have the power to 
administer oaths

• Delaware Rapid Arbitration Act

• Unless otherwise provided in an 
agreement, an arbitrator has the power to 
administer oaths and may compel the 
attendance of witnesses and the 
production of books, records, contracts, 
papers, accounts, and all other documents 
and evidence

• Only if provided in an agreement, an 
arbitrator has the power to issue 
subpoenas

• New York 
• The subpoena power 

conferred by CPLR 7505 is 
limited to the procuring of 
evidence for the hearing or 
trial of the dispute.

• Under the CPLR, arbiters do 
not have the power to direct 
the parties to engage in 
disclosure proceedings
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Litigation: Key Considerations
• Venue selection

• Chance of Success

• Time to completion

• Jurisdiction

• Governing law

• State or federal court?

• Cost

• Causes of Action (in addition to breach)

• Anti-trust monopoly claims

• Tortious interference with customer relations
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Sarah Gilbert is a member of the firm's Litigation Group. Sarah 
handles complex commercial disputes, from pre-litigation through 
appeal, with a focus on the financial services sector. She has 
successfully defended financial services clients against potential 
multimillion-dollar liabilities. In addition to her experience litigating 
matters involving consumer fraud, financial torts, unfair 
competition, and commercial contracts, she also focuses her 
practice on the areas of media law and related intellectual property 
issues. 

Areas of Practice
Litigation & Trial
Commercial Litigation
Financial Services
Class Actions
Arbitration
Intellectual Property Litigation

Contacts

Anne Elise Herold Li, Counsel
212.895.4279
ali@crowell.com

Anne Elise Herold Li is an intellectual property attorney in the 
Intellectual Property Group and the Firm Trade Secrets practice and 
focuses on patent, trademark, and trade secret litigation, counseling, 
patent procurement, freedom-to-operate, and due diligence. She 
represents a wide-range of clients, including biotechnology, 
biopharmaceutical, generic pharmaceutical, medical device, 
software, and mobile devices, varying from large corporations to 
start-ups. 

Areas of Practice
Intellectual Property Litigation
IP Prosecution & Regulatory
IP Transactions & Portfolio 
Management
Trade Secrets
Litigation & Trial
E-Discovery & Information 
Management

Sarah Gilbert, Partner
212.895.4226
sgilbert@crowell.com
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Paul J. Pollock concentrates his practice on mergers and acquisitions 
and corporate finance. He serves as a member on the firm's 
Corporate Group Steering Committee. Paul also provides ongoing 
representation to middle market private equity sponsors, family 
offices and their portfolio companies, as well as public and private 
companies that are not private equity backed. Paul's industry 
experience includes representing clients in financial services, 
manufacturing, telecommunications, fintech, software products, 
publishing and entertainment. .

Areas of Practice
Transactions & Corporate 
Mergers & Acquisitions
Joint Ventures & Strategic 
Alliances

Contacts

Hon. Peter B. Skelos (Ret.)
800.358.2550
pskelos@namadr.com

Honorable Peter B. Skelos’ illustrious career includes 11 years spent 
as an Associate Justice of the Appellate Division of the New York 
State Supreme Court, Second Judicial Department where he served 
until his retirement in 2015. Throughout his many years on the 
bench, he was known for having a keen legal intellect with 
compassion for those who appeared before him. Judge Skelos has a 
reputation for treating others in a fair and respectful manner and for 
arriving at well-reasoned and legally sound decisions in cases he has 
heard. 

Paul J. Pollock, Partner
212.895.4216
ppollock@crowell.com
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Appendix
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• Delaware/California: generally enforced as condition precedent to litigation.
• Delamater v. Anytime Fitness, Inc., 722 F. Supp. 2d 1168, 1180 (E.D. Cal. 2010) (“[f]ailure to mediate a dispute pursuant to 

a contract that makes mediation a condition precedent to filing a lawsuit warrants dismissal.”)

• Tekmen & Co. v. Southern Builders, Inc., 2005 WL 1249035, *5–6 (Del. Super. Ct. 2005) (enforcing mediation clause of a 
contract as a condition precedent to litigation of claim); 

• New York: agreement requiring parties to mediate may not be basis for 
dismissal.  Instead, move to compel mediation and stay the proceedings 
under CPLR 7503. 

• C & M 345 N. Main St., LLC v. Nikko Const. Corp., 96 A.D.3d 794, 795 (N.Y. App. Div. 2012) (“However, an agreement to submit a 
dispute to mediation and arbitration is not a defense to an action, and, thus, may not be the basis for a motion to dismiss a complaint 
based on documentary evidence.”); see also § 60:17.Actions to compel mediation, 4A N.Y.Prac., Com. Litig. in New York State Courts §
60:17 (4th ed.). 

Mediation: Mandatory Provisions
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• Uniform Mediation Act: provides a mediation privilege.

• Only adopted in 12 states. 

• New York: some courts have refused to treat statements during mediation as 
privileged or confidential as a matter of public policy.

• Hauzinger v. Hauzinger, 43 A.D.3d 1289, 1290 (N.Y. App. Div. 2007), aff'd, 10 N.Y.3d 923 (2008) 

• California: provides a privilege applicable in noncriminal proceedings without 
categorical exceptions to permit use of information where the public need is 
likely to be great.

• Cal. Evid. Code § 1119 

• Federal Courts: declined opportunities to decide on this issue.  

Mediation: Confidentiality 
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• AAA
• NAM (National Arbitration and Mediation)
• JAMS
• ADR
• ICC
• AHLA

Arbitration: Examples of Arbitration Bodies
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• Arbitrator’s ruling generally not reviewable unless:

• Procured by corruption, fraud or undue means;

• Issued by corrupt arbitrators;

• Affected by prejudicial misconduct on part of the arbitrators; or

• In excess of the arbitrator’s powers.

• Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 1286.2; CPLR § 7511(a); Del.C. § 5714.

• Delaware Rapid Arbitration Act: agreement may provide for no appellate review of a final award.
• Del.C. § 5809.   

• If not limited by the agreement, arbitrator may base the decision on broad principals of justice 
and equity.

• Parties can expand the scope of judicial review of the arbitration award in the contract if they 
state that errors of applying law are in excess of arbitral authority.

• Cable Connection Inc., v. DirectTV Inc., 44 Cal.4th 1344 (2008). 

Arbitration: Judicial Review 
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• Pre-dispute jury trial waivers are unenforceable under California Law.
• See Grafton Partners L.P. v. Superior Court, 26 Cal.4th 944 (2005).

• Pre-dispute jury trial waivers are enforceable under New York law if waived 
“knowingly and intentionally.”

• See Russell-Stanley Holdings, Inc. v. Buonanno, 327 F. Supp. 2d 252, 257 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

• Practice Tip: If you have selected arbitration pursuant to California law, 
consider deleting any reference to jury trial waiver.  

Arbitration: Pre-Dispute Jury Waivers
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